As with all adoption of newer surgical techniques clear concise visual explanations serve to enhance the understanding of the learner. Beginning with the anatomy, OR setup and then progressing through basic and more complex methods the book walks the readers through the technique with high quality photography and illustrations to enhance the text. The readers will gain an in-depth understanding of all the endoscopic steps for all major pathologies of the middle ear.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Concise surgical manual of transcanal endoscopic ear surgery.
- Covers basic to advanced endoscopic ear surgeries.
- Steps of surgery given with preoperative and intraoperative considerations and their management.
- Full HD snapshots demonstrating each step of surgery.
- Provides Tips and Pearls for readers.
- Explains principles and radiological insights needed to perform endoscopic ear surgery.
- Includes 140 hand-drawn images and more than 400 high-definition figures have been added.

**READERSHIP**

- Otologists, Trainees and Junior Consultants